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In Heaven's Price Sandra Brown has written a deliciously sensual novel of a woman torn between

her career and her heart. Blair Simpson thought she had it all -- a satisfying career as a dancer, a

great Manhattan apartment and no emotional entanglements. But when Blair injures her knees

dancing she is forced to put her life on hold and move to Long Island to recuperate. Blair has never

met anyone like her new landlord Sean, who questions her methods and her lifestyle at every turn.

Yet Blair is determined to continue dancing, even if it means risking her health. What she can't see,

until it's much too late, is that while she's healing her body, she's losing her heart... as Sean makes

her question her most intimate beliefs--about men, about love, and mostly, about herself. Now, as

professional duty and her passionate yearnings clash, she must choose the right course for them

both. Sexy, touching, and deeply satisfying, here is one of Sandra Brown's classic romances

available on CD for the first time ever.
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I disliked this novel. Deeply.The hero is sexist from chapter one to the very end. I found very

disgusting that he pretended to be the masseur the heroine was expecting. It wasn't sexy at all.It

seems that the novel supports this idea: if you are a woman and love your career passionately, it

must be because you have a psychological problem. Apparently, it is great if your dreams get

shattered. So you can devote yourself to what seems to be the natural destiny of women, marry and

have children.Not to mention the topic of the gay dancer (it is not stated, but it is obvious). Of

course, it must be a tragic figure. Really? New York, 1983? And the dancers had to be in the



closet?I don't find a good reason to publish again this not-so-golden-oldie. If you have a feminist

sensitivity, this novel is not certainly for you. And don't tell me that all 1980s novels were sexist. It's

not true. Sandra Brown's are not usually so male chauvinist.

I thought it was a really good book. The plot was excellent the characters caring and romantic and it

was just such a good book that I could not put it down. And besides, it was a pretty funny

book...many jokes and that totally made the book enjoyable.

I started reading Sandra Brown books so long ago - probably before I really should have been (: I

think my mom had a bunch around the house, and I just started reading them, and pretty soon

devoured so much of what she had written! While this wasn't my favorite book of hers, I still enjoyed

it. I picked this one up because I specifically wanted to read a romance. I didn't want anything

dystopian, young adult, suspenseful, etc; I just wanted a romance. And that's exactly what I got.

Blair is a stubborn dancer who doesn't want to give up her career in dancing. Sean is just as

stubborn, but knows what he wants in life, and that includes Blair. They have a whirlwind romance,

but like all couples, face challenges during their relationship. It was a short, quick read that I finished

in a day. If you've read anything by Sandra Brown, or just want a quick romance, pick it up. Like I

said, it's not my favorite of hers, but it was a sweet story.Pagesofcomfort.blogspot.com

This was a short story about seduction. I have nothing against seduction. I like it a lot. BUT, you

have to care about the characters in order for the seduction to be touching and moving. Ms Brown

writed excellent sex/love scenes, but needs to write a good story around them. Skip this book.

There are many good books out there to read. Try Madeline Hunter, Mary Balough, Connie

Brockway, Jo Beverley, to name a few, if you want good stories with moving intimacy.

I have read most of the Sandra Brown books and find that her earlier works are not as good as her

later works, which I find exciting in the twists and turns she brings to the stories.

Heaven's Price is really a sweet romance. Sure, its almost the same as Adam's Fall (also by Sandra

Brown), except for the character conditions and the gender, but its still so good.Sean Garrett is Blair

Simpson's landlord, she's living in the place that belongs to Sean now, because she's recovering

her knees. (Blair iz a dancer) Blair and Sean has this attraction and...WEll I can't say the whole

thing, but trust me, if you readers liked Adam's Fall, then you'll deffinitely like Heaven's Price.



Sandra Brown is a great romance writer !!

This story is a quick read. I started it noon on a Saturday and finished it Saturday night. I liked the

romantic and career dilemmas of the novel but one thing irritated me. The characters fell into it

sooooooo quickly. There was NO anticipation or strained anxious moments because they started off

in the novel already pretty hot and heavy...even with only knowing each other and hour and some

change. If you can get past that little point it's a funny mindless read for a nice afternoon on the

deck or on the beach.

I liked it alot Great story and book was made excellant . Easy reading and enjoyable EVEN tho I like

large print better I could read this story as it was a Short Story.
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